
The Lily Pad 
“I am a rose of Sharon, a lily of the valleys.” Solomon 2:1 

The Mutual Benefits of Church-
School Partnerships 
But blessed is the one who trusts in the Lord, 
whose confidence is in him. 
They will be like a tree planted by the water 

                                                        that sends out its roots by the stream. 
                                                        It does not fear when heat comes; 
                                                        its leaves are always green. 
                                                        It has no worries in a year of drought 
                                                       and never fails to bear fruit.” ~ Jeremiah 17:7-8 
 
With the holiday season quickly approaching, and our desire to be more connected to our West Bend community, 
developing a partnership between Fifth Ave. United Methodist Church (FAUMC) and a local school is a natural 
progression toward meaningful community engagement and ultimately a glimpse into the Kingdom of God. 
 
Handled well, relationships with local religious organizations can lead to positive outcomes for schools and students. 
 
Fifth Ave. United Methodist Church, we have been given the wonderful and precious opportunity to partner with Green 
Tree Elementary School. Green Tree Elementary is an above average, public 
school here in West Bend. It has approximately 347 students in grades K-4 with 
a student-teacher ratio of 13 to 1.  
 
Two of the greatest and most important social institutions in America are the 
public school and the church. Most communities in America have a school and 
a church, usually more than one of each. These institutions have shaped a 
significant amount of our culture, as our right to worship and our right to an 
education are cornerstones of the American experience. Both schools and 
churches are deeply interested in helping people learn and work toward 
wholeness and better character. It makes sense for these two great institutions 
to work together to improve communities. 
 
Public schools have often been the subject of criticism, but no other institution is responsible for more care of our 
communities’ children. Parents in the U.S. have many choices regarding educating our kids; nevertheless, 90% of our 
children attend public schools. 
 
In addition to teaching the core subjects, public schools provide food, health care, school supplies, counseling, physical 
activity, an introduction to the arts, social-emotional learning and transportation. 
 
It is an important time for FAUMC to express our gratitude and become engage in our community. We understand, now 
more than ever, that any success we experience as church is the result of relationship, partnership, and mutual support 
to achieve shared goals. 
 
This partnership is a calling upon FAUMC  to get involved in our local schools, but it’s not about church, it’s about 
helping children academically and socially. 
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Now more than ever, our schools are asked to do more with less. Most states have yet to return to the public-school 
funding levels prior to the Great Recession in 2008. Additionally, the increased cost of keeping our kids safe during and 
post global pandemic, has weighed heavily upon teachers. Our public schools need the love and support of their 
communities, and the time is ripe for impactful church-school partnerships. 
 
It’s also important to recognize the incredible impact that Green Tree Elementary can have on Fifth Ave. United 
Methodist Church; our members; our ministry; our hospitality; our mission. 
 
I view our involvement in Green Tree Elementary as the tangible expression of our biblical call to love our neighbor as 
themselves. 
 
So, Pastor Clarissa, we’re going to start collecting school supplies and trotting them over to Green Tree Elementary, 
right?  Not so fast disciples of Christ. 
 
I want to propose three guideposts for FAUM as we develop our church-school partnership with Green Tree Elementary. 
 
1. We will focus on the relationship. 

• The most critical aspect of any relationship is communication. Open, honest dialogue will ensure that our 
church’s support is a welcomed endeavor. 

• Through conversations with the Green Tree Elementary principal, Ms. Jennifer Potter, we are learning what the 
priority needs of the school are. While we will joyfully live out our call to love the community, we will remain 
aware that we can’t proselytize, invite children to church or discuss religion during school hours. We will respect 
the school’s boundaries. 

• Finally, relationships need trust to survive. We will not overpromise or fail to follow through. 
 
2. Choose wisely. 

• We have chosen an elementary school that would benefit greatly from our varied forms of support and 
volunteerism.  

 
3. Preparation and Coordination are key. 

• The major key to the success of this partnership is preparation and coordination. FAUMC is in urgent need of 
a Green Tree/FAUMC Partnership Coordinator. This person will work closely with the school’s resource 
coordinator and the Parent Teacher Organization president to see where we can offer support and 
volunteer. 

• FAUMC, Green Tree Elementary and other schools and their needs aren’t going away, so we are seeking to be 
in the relationship for the long haul by starting and growing our partnership at a reasonable pace with Green 
Tree Elementary. 

 
It only takes a spark 
To get a fire going 

And soon all those around 
Can warm up in its glowing 

That's how it is with God's love 
Once you've experienced it 

You spread His love to ev'ryone 
You want to pass it on 

 
The body of Christ’s “a-ha moment” happens when we realize we can work with everybody in the community to impact 
schools and through schools, transform whole neighborhoods and the world. 
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NOTE: We will begin this partnership/relationship with Green Tree Elementary by refocusing our Angel Tree 
outreach program. I extend by sincere appreciation to Ms. Dorothy Dahlen for coordinating our first step in our 
new partnership/relationship with Green Tree Elementary. (See her article for how you can be supportive).              
We look forward to seeing this partnership/relationship blossom and flourish. 
 
The world as we know it has changed. This current nationwide post-pandemic, inflation crisis, colloboration seeking 
place, is challenging the very fiber of rugged individualism. Churches been extremely impacted during these past three 
years. Due to the ever-increasing economic crisis and projected food shortages, we as disciples of Christ, have to 
reposition ourselves to meet basic needs within their communities. 
 
Therefore, it is incumbent for us as faith leaders who possess the skills to create collaborative environments for 
community organizations to lead the charge. We have skilled individuals within our church who possess the 
organizational leadership skills to create a win-win situation for all entities that desire to build a school 
partnership/relationship. The implementation of these collaborations will meet the needs of a community with leadership 
principles creating sustainable community partnerships/relationship. 
 
This partnership is a relationship, not a transaction. I encourage and invite each of you to volunteer as activities and 
needs are identified, with Green Tree Elementary, not for the school. 
 

O God, when I have food, 
help me to remember the hungry; 

When I have work, 
help me to remember the jobless; 

When I have a home, 
help me to remember those who have no home at all; 

When I am without pain, 
help me to remember those who suffer, 

And remembering, 
help me to destroy my complacency; 

bestir my compassion, 
and be concerned enough to help; 

By word and deed, 
those who cry out for what we take for granted. 

- Samuel F. Pugh 

 
PASTOR CLARISSA & BROTHER MARTIN 

 
 

HAPPY 
THANKSGIVING! 
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